
MARIE MOORE
marie20194@gmail.com  | 703-689-1099

Portfolios https://www.behance.net/marie-moore
https://www.marie-moore.com/

Tools and Skills Adobe XD, Sketch, Invision, Photoshop,
Illustrator
Jira, Microsoft Teams
Able to manage multiple projects and remain
flexible through multiple revisions, while
maintaining design quality
Advertising agency experience
Comfortable working with developers to
understand how designs impact development

Rapid Interactive Prototyping
Style Guides, Mood Boards and Branding
Dependable - I meet deadlines consistently
Solid work ethic - Motivated to learn and work
independently

Experience 07/2016 - CurrentUI / UX Designer
RealTruck | Tampa, FL

Involved in the entire product development/design process - from conception of
requirements/wireframes alongside the product management team and engineering, to
implementation of design QA before go-live
Designing UI components and interfaces and turning it into working prototypes
Improve existing site flows and develop new concepts
Documenting new UI/UX features within our design system / style guide
Work with product team to determine the flow, functionality and features of a user interface
Work closely with the UX designer, Product Managers and development team in an Agile
environment
Maintain brand consistency across all designs and stay on message to represent the company's
interests

07/2019 - CurrentUI Designer
Paradigm Talent Agency | Beverly Hills, CA

Collaborate closely with all members of the team to design and deliver operational dashboard
components
Defining the layout and flow using grids to achieve effective alignment and consistency
Designing the building blocks or widgets of the dashboard that will hold the information
Designing interactive data tables and lists
Communicate design with the product team, senior leadership and engineering
Create aesthetically-pleasing, functional designs with an eye towards ease of implementation

08/2009 - CurrentUI And Graphics Designer
Protiviti | Menlo Park, CA

Produce mockups and interactive prototypes for desktop, mobile, and tablet based on
wireframes provided by the UX team
Translate wireframes and experiences into highly-polished visual composites
Design print identity materials, including point-of-sale materials, logos, iconography, banner ads,

M
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infographics, post cards, flyers, brochures, signage, emails, posters, and materials for company
events and trade shows
Create visual assets for online advertising and social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.)
Work with engineering to implement website designs
Notable clients include Universal Studios, PayPal, Marriott Corporation, Hilton Hotels & Resorts,
World Bank, Feed America, Kinder Care, American Council on Education, Precision Biosciences
and Nature Conservancy

10/2013 - 07/2016Visual Designer
DNS Made Easy | Reston, VA

Worked in collaboration with the engineering team on the visual and interaction design of a
real-time and historical dashboard to manage DNS services such as DNS queries, DNS records,
DNS configurations, activity logs and account tutorials. Dashboard provided various reporting
tools for the end user
Took part in the understanding and design phases of the dashboard including competitive
research, wire framing, visual design, branding and various other communication assets
Built a dashboard style guide to unify the design process across Constellix's dashboard
Participated in ideation sessions with the engineering team to conceptualize and communicate
detailed interaction behaviors

Education and
Training

Associate of Arts: Business And Finance
St. Paul College


